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Dear Committee Members,

The project team acknowledges the panel's acceptance of the K-band Focal Plane Array as a viable instrument that
achieves the stated scientific goals.  Your efforts, particularly the attention to details during the design review process,
made possible a full understanding of the challenges this instrument presents.  The result is a final CDR document filled
with valuable suggestions, which are being investigated, with intent to resolve the concerns to the best of our
abilities.  Specifically, under the '"Are the system specifications sufficient and complete? Do the component designs
comply with the system specifications" review aims:

--The method for waveguide expansion.

Our latest design allows both output waveguides to fit within the shadow of the feed, with an adequate length of
stainless steel WR-42 for thermal isolation, and a 3/8" radius copper waveguide bend that compensates for thermal
expansion.  New tooling has been fabricated for bending the waveguide without significant distortion.  A bend was
fabricated and tested, with results over 16-29 GHz showing only a couple dB of S11 degradation.  Since annealed
copper tends to work-harden with repeated bending/stressing, we are concerned the S-bends may exhibit reduced flexibility 
after repeated cool-downs.  Two prototype sliding waveguide assemblies have been designed.  One uses a conductive
elastomer, the other beryllium copper finger stock.  Both will undergo extensive testing.  We also recognize stainless steel coaxial 
output cables as an option; however, our experience  indicate potential reliability problems and associated short-period gain 
ripples in the baselines.

--The bayonet-style feed mount.

A new feed attachment method is being prototyped that provides positive connection between the feed and the dewar
top plate.  It isn't a quick-lock, but it will allow fairly easy removal of the feeds when needed.   An alternative to the
male/female boss used for alignment between the feed and the top plate has been suggested.  This would remove the
male/female boss, in favor of a pinned flat-on-flat connection.  After conversations with the several GB shop machinists,
we feel the tighter tolerances achieved by a lathe-turned male/female boss to be better than the dowel-pinned connection.
Again, this will be extensively tested.

-- IR loading from vacuum window foam.

Conservative estimates give ~4 mW per window, or 0.244 W for 61 pixels.  This reduces the margin for the CTI 1020 second
stage but does not exceed the lift capabilities.

 
--Turret Weight

Mechanical modeling is underway that will give an estimate of turret deformation from receiver weight loading.  This, we
believe, will be a possible source of pointing errors and the greatest area of concern.
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Finally, we are grateful for sacrifices incurred and the last minute arrangements to accommodate this review.

Regards,

K-band Focal Plane Array Project Team.

Steven White, Project Manager
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